
 

 

 
 

Is a High P/E Ratio Dangerous? 

By www.ProfitableInvestingTips.com 

The P/E ratio is a time-honored way to value stocks but in today’s market P/E ratios are sky high. Is a high P/E 
ratio dangerous? The P/E ratio compares company earnings to its share price. Both forward and trailing P/E 
ratios are commonly used to assess stock valuation. Over the years, a stock that has a P/E ratio higher than 
other’s in its market sector is either expected to grow or is simply overpriced. The problem today is that so 
many stocks have high P/E ratios, which casts doubt on the value of this metric. 

Why Are P/E Ratios So High? 
Over the years the average P/E ratio for stocks in the S&P 500 has been between 13 and 15. When earnings go 
up the P/E ratio goes down. Investors buy and the P/E ratio comes back up. But, why are P/E ratios so high 
today? Tesla has a P/E ratio of more than 1,000. Amazon has a P/E ratio of 120. Netflix has a P/E ratio of 83. 
Apple has a P/E ratio of 17. Why are P/E ratios so high for Netflix and Tesla? The reason is that enough 
investors believe that Tesla will become the dominant company in the electric car industry and that Netflix will 
dominate the streaming content niche. In addition, with interest rates at historic lows, even over-priced stocks 
can look attractive. 

Disadvantages of Using P/E for Valuation 
During a bear market the P/E ratio of a stock may be misleading. When we consider the intrinsic value of a 
stock, we look to the future and not the immediate present when the business cycle has slowed down. And, a 
steadily growing stock that is coming to dominate its market niche will typically have a high P/E ratio as 
investors want to get in before the price goes even higher. But, if a company is really failing and its stock price 
is falling, the P/E ratio may mislead investors into thinking that the stock is stable. 

 

P/E and PEG Ratio 
When you are factoring growth into the equation for a stock, the PEG ratio can offer more insight than the P/E 
ratio. The PEG ratio is the price and earnings to growth ratio.  

PEG = (P/E ratio/Annual Growth Rate) 

In the best of all possible worlds, the PEG of a fairly priced stock should be one. Market Watch writes about 
the “three stock markets” and warns that FAANG stocks with high P/E ratios are overpriced, stocks traded by 
the Robinhood investors are crazy, and the rest of the market has value if you can find it. Their observation is 
that the P/E ratio makes sense in the broader market while the FAANGs are priced too high and the choices of 
most Robinhood investors make little or no sense. 

https://profitableinvestingtips.com/profitable-investing-tips/what-is-intrinsic-stock-value
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/why-billionaire-investor-leon-cooperman-says-there-are-three-stock-markets-as-he-warns-about-danger-in-faang-stocks-11601463998
https://profitableinvestingtips.com/profitable-investing-tips/is-robinhood-investing-dangerous
http://www.profitableinvestingtips.com/�


If you are interested in a stock like Tesla, a better approach than the P/E ratio is to compare their progress to 
that of companies like General Motors, Ford, and Volkswagen. The winners in the race to dominate the electric 
car market will necessarily be the ones that are flashy today but the ones who are most efficient and profitable 
in the long run. 

For more insights and useful information about investments and investing, visit 
www.ProfitableInvestingTips.com 

Educational Resources 
Click the links below to get your 

FREE training materials. 
 

Free Weekly Investing Webinars 
Don’t miss these free training events! 

http://www.profitableinvestingtips.com/free-webinar 
 

Forex Conspiracy Report 
Read every word of this report! 

http://www.forexconspiracyreport.com 
 

Get 12 Free Japanese Candlestick Videos 
Includes training for all 12 major candlestick signals. 

http://www.candlestickforums.com 

 

Disclaimer: Trading and investing involves significant financial risk and is not 
suitable for everyone. No content on this document should be considered as 
financial, trading, or investing advice. All information is intended for educational 
purposes only. 
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